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ABSTRACT
Dwarf galaxies are dark matter-dominated and therefore promising targets for the
search for weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which are well-known can-
didates for dark matter. Annihilation of WIMPs produce ultra-relativistic cosmic-ray
electrons and positrons that emit synchrotron radiation in the presence of magnetic
fields. For typical magnetic field strengths (few µG) and O(GeV–TeV) WIMP masses,
this emission peaks at hundreds of MHz. Here, we use the non-detection of 150-
MHz radio continuum emission from the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Canes Venatici I
with the LOw-Frequency ARray (LOFAR) to derive constraints on the annihilation
cross section of WIMPs into primary electron-positron and other fundamental particle-
antiparticle pairs. Our main underlying assumption is that the transport of the cosmic
rays can be described by the diffusion approximation, thus requiring a non-zero mag-
netic field strength with small-scale structure. In particular, by adopting magnetic field
strengths of O(1 µG) and diffusion coefficients ∼ 1027 cm2 s−1, we obtain limits that are
comparable with those set by Fermi Large Area Telescope using gamma-ray observa-
tions of this particular galaxy. Assuming s-wave annihilation and WIMPs making up
100 per cent of the DM density, our benchmark limits exclude several thermal WIMP
realisations in the [2, 20]-GeV mass range. We caution, however, that our limits for
the cross section are subject to enormous uncertainties which we also quantitatively
assess. In particular, variations on the propagation parameters or on the DM halo can
shift our limits up by several orders of magnitude (in the pessimistic scenario).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ΛCDM model provides a very successful description of
most cosmological observations (see Planck Collaboration
et al. 2016, for an overview). Perhaps most important, cold
dark matter can explain the cosmic mass distribution as a
result of its gravitational effects. Weakly interacting mas-
sive particles (WIMPs) are very appealing candidates for
dark matter (DM) and by far the most scrutinised. The typ-
ical masses of these particles are in the GeV to TeV range
and interaction rates that can be accommodated with ex-
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tensions of the standard model (SM) of particle physics in
a rather straightforward manner. In the canonical picture,
the thermal freeze-out of WIMPs of mass mχ occurs at a
temperature T = Tf ≈ mχ/20, which results in a relic mass
density relative to the critical density today of (Jungman
et al. 1996):
Ωχh2 ∼ 3 × 10
−27 cm3 s−1
〈σχχ¯3〉 , (1)
where 〈σχχ¯3〉 is the total annihilation cross-section multi-
plied with the relative velocity averaged over a thermal dis-
tribution. Since Ωχ, i.e. the density parameter of DM in
form of WIMPs (henceforth denoted with the greek letter
χ) satisfies Ωχh2 <∼ (Ωm − Ωb)h2 ≈ 0.119 (Planck Collabo-
© 2020 The Authors
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ration et al. 2016), equation (1) puts a lower limit on the
annihilation cross-section at the epoch of decoupling:
〈σχχ¯3〉 >∼ 〈σth3〉 ≈ 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1, (2)
where 〈σth3〉 is known as the thermal relic cross-section. The
fact that it is of order an electroweak cross-section is referred
to as the ‘WIMP miracle’ (Jungman et al. 1996).
Unfortunately, direct searches of these particles by the
means of dedicated direct-detection and collider experiments
have yielded only negative results; similarly, no indirect de-
tection of DM by means of astronomical observations has
been confirmed. In turn, these experiments and observations
have put stringent constraints on several attractive WIMP
models (Arcadi et al. 2018; Roszkowski et al. 2018).
Obviously, the discovery potential of any given DM
experiment highly depends on the microscopic properties
of the DM model. Diversified detection strategies such as
the exploration of the low-frequency radio window for in-
direct detection of DM are thus essential. Annihilation of
WIMP particles produces copious amounts of cosmic-ray
(CR) electrons and positrons; they emit synchrotron radi-
ation in the presence of magnetic fields. Due to synchrotron
and inverse-Compton scattering losses, CR electrons and
positrons (CRe±) are able to propagate only small distances
without losing most of its energy (e.g. a few hundred parsecs
for CRe± in the Milky Way; Sigl 2017). Thus, the otherwise
undetectable excess of CRe± due to DM annihilation can be
probed with radio continuum observations.
Depending on the DM particle model, this synchrotron
emission may be even the strongest signal in the context of
multi-messenger astronomy. For example, in scotogenic and
leptophilic DM models (Ma 2006; Fox & Poppitz 2009), or
in the context of super-symmetric sneutrino DM models, the
DM particles couple to leptons rather than to quarks. These
models have such properties that radio continuum observa-
tions in the hundreds of mega hertz range stand out as the
most promising detection window, as long as the observed
targets host strong enough magnetic fields.
Radio continuum observations were applied previously
to the DM detection problem. To the best of our knowl-
edge, Tyler (2002) was the first to make use of radio con-
tinuum observations of a dwarf galaxy. They obtained an
upper limit for the 4.9-GHz flux density of the Draco dSph
galaxy from observations with the Very Large Array. Simi-
lar recent studies are the ones of Regis et al. (2017); Leite
et al. (2016); Marchegiani & Colafrancesco (2016); Beck &
Colafrancesco (2016); Natarajan et al. (2015); Regis et al.
(2014); Natarajan et al. (2013). Nevertheless, most of the
indirect-detection searches with radio data have focused so
far on other types of targets (mostly the Galactic Centre;
Bertone et al. 2001, 2002; Colafrancesco et al. 2006; Bertone
et al. 2009; Fornengo et al. 2011, 2012a,b; Hooper et al. 2012;
Carlson et al. 2013; Storm et al. 2013; Cirelli & Taoso 2016;
Storm et al. 2017; Lacroix et al. 2017; McDaniel et al. 2018);
the same is true in the context of multi-messenger studies
(Regis & Ullio 2008).
In this paper, we investigate the ultrafaint dwarf
spheroidal (dSph) galaxy Canes Venatici I (henceforth
CVnI). It is a satellite galaxy of the Milky Way at a dis-
tance of about 220 kpc from the Sun at (J2000.0) R.A.
13h28m03.s5 and Dec. +33◦33′21′′ (Zucker et al. 2006). It has
a mass1 of M = 5.6 × 108M and an azimuthally-averaged
half-light radius of r? = 0.564 kpc (Geringer-Sameth et al.
2015). This dSph galaxy is among the 15 objects consid-
ered in the (6 yr) Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi–LAT)
search for WIMPs study by Ackermann et al. (2015).
Our theoretical predictions are based on a stan-
dard semi-analytical method that captures the annihilation
physics, the diffusive CR propagation and the synchrotron
radiation spectrum. We consider various scenarios for the
diffusion coefficient and magnetic field strength. We do the
same with the electron/positron production yields from the
annihilation but for brevity only report here the results
for exclusive (tree) annihilation into e+e− pairs. The corre-
sponding results for the b¯b, τ+τ−, W+W−, etc., are included
in Appendix A. This approach has become conventional in
the literature as it facilitates the applicability of our results
to a wider range of WIMP models.
Observations with the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR)
are used. LOFAR is an interferometric radio telescope oper-
ating at low frequencies (van Haarlem et al. 2013). We use
maps from the preliminary second data release of the LO-
FAR Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS DR2; Shimwell et al.
2017, 2019), which is a deep 120–168 MHz imaging survey
that will eventually cover the entire northern sky.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we dis-
cuss the relevant phenomenology for WIMP searches with
radio in dwarf galaxies; Section 3 presents the LOFAR ob-
servations; in Section 4, we show our constraints in the plane
defined by the WIMP mass and annihilation cross-section
into electron-positron pairs; we then conclude in Section 5.
In Appendix A, we include flux predictions and limits due
to WIMP annihilation into several combinations of SM par-
ticle pairs; in Appendix B, we discuss other sources of un-
certainties in our analysis and argue why almost all of them
are not significant; Appendix C contains details about our
source detection tests.
2 PREDICTIONS
In order to obtain our theoretical predictions we follow the
approach used in Leite et al. (2016), of which we give a
brief summary in the following. Microscopic physics is cap-
tured by the annihilation cross-section into electrons and
positrons, 〈σ3〉(χχ → e±′s+ X), where the effects of the DM
velocity distribution in the observed target are mostly neg-
ligible. Assuming that the DM is its own antiparticle, the
rate at which the electrons and positrons are injected into
the dSph galaxy’s DM halo is given by:
s(r, Ee± ) = 12m2χ
ρ2(r)d〈σ3〉
dEe±
. (3)
The DM density ρ(r) is assumed to be spherically sym-
metric with respect to the centre of the galaxy and it can
be well described by (Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015):
ρ(r) = ρs(
r
rs
)γ [
1 +
(
r
rs
)α] β−γα , (4)
1 This is the mass that results from integrating the DM density
(equation 4) within a sphere with a radius of rmax = 2.03 kpc,
where rmax is defined in Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015).
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where ρsc20 = 0.5186 GeV cm
−3, rs = 2.27 kpc, α = 1.8638,
β = 5.9969, and γ = 0.6714. The variable r is the halo-centric
radius and c0 is the vacuum speed of light. This set of pa-
rameters is consistent with Ackermann et al. (2015)2 to ease
comparison.
The quantity d〈σ3〉/dEe± is the velocity, angle and spin
averaged DM annihilation cross-section into an electron (or
positron) times the relative velocity per unit energy Ee± .
This quantity depends on the particle physics model. We
can attain some model independence if we decompose the
cross-sections as the linear superposition of products of hard
2→ 2 cross-sections (χχ → e+e−, χχ → bb¯, etc.) times the
differential e± yield from final-state particle cascades. The
latter can be obtained from public Monte–Carlo software
packages such as DarkSUSY (Bringmann et al. 2018) or PPPC
(Cirelli et al. 2011). We used PPPC but also checked that the
results are unaffected had we used DarkSUSY. It follows that:
d〈σv〉
dEe±
=
∑
f + f −
BR( f + f −)〈σ3〉 dNf + f −→e±+X
dEe±
, (5)
where f can be any particle of the SM.
Once the electrons and positrons are created by DM
annihilation, their propagation can be well described by the
diffusion–loss equation:
∇ · [D(r, Ee)∇ne± ] + b(r, Ee) ∂ne±
∂E
+ s(r, Ee) = 0 , (6)
where D(r, Ee) and b(r, Ee) are the diffusion and energy-loss
coefficients, respectively, and ne± is the CRe± number den-
sity (per unit volume and energy range).
We assume spherical symmetry for simplicity. While
most energy losses are due to the interaction of the electrons
and positrons with the ambient electromagnetic field with
b = bICS + bsynch, where ICS refers to inverse Compton scat-
tering (with photons of the cosmic microwave background),
the diffusion is due to the turbulent nature of the magnetic
field. The relation between diffusion coefficient and magnetic
field structure is complicated and model dependent. Approx-
imately, in a turbulent field with an rms field strength B and
a power spectrum δB2(k) the diffusion coefficient for an elec-
tron is (Sigl 2017):
D(E) ∼ E
3e0B
B2
δB2(e0B/E)
(7)
∼ 3 × 1022
(
E
GeV
) (
µG
B
)
B2
δB2(e0B/E)
cm2
s
,
where e0 is the elementary charge; note that rL = E/(e0B) is
the Larmor radius of an electron in a magnetic field B. The
first factor in equation (7) is referred to as the Bohm limit
for diffusion. Because of the second factor, the real diffusion
coefficient is always larger than the one obtained for the
Bohm limit.
In the Milky Way, CR abundance measurements, such
as of the boron-to-carbon ratio, give diffusion coefficients
D0 ≡ D(1 GeV) of order 1028 cm2 s−1 (e.g. Korsmeier & Cuoco
2 In that reference, the parameterisation by Martinez (2015) is
adopted. However, the authors state (see supplemental material)
that their results change only by a 10 per cent, had they used the
(Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015) halo models instead.
2016), with similar values found in external galaxies for the
CR e− from spectral ageing (e.g. Heesen et al. 2019). These
values are a factor of ∼ 107 larger than for the Bohm limit.
This is probably due to the small fractional magnetic field
power δB2(10−6 pc)/B2 ∼ 10−7 at the Larmor radius rL .
10−6 pc of a GeV-electron. If the magnetic power-spectrum
is a power-law with a slope of n ∼ −1 at scales below the
field coherence length lc , one has δB2(k) ∼ (klc)n. For lc ∼
10 pc, this results in the right order of magnitude. Given
the large uncertainties of the magnetic field structure, we
treat the diffusion coefficient and magnetic field strength as
independent parameters for our purposes, as long as D0 ∼
1027 cm2 s−1 and B ∼ 1 µG hold within one to two orders of
magnitude, which we assume throughout this work.
For CRe− in the GeV-regime, the diffusion coefficients
in late-type spiral galaxies are of the order of 1028 cm2 s−1
(Murphy et al. 2008; Heesen et al. 2019); this can be derived
from their kpc-transport lengths and radiation lifetimes of
a few 10 Myr. Galaxies seen edge-on can have large radio
haloes, so that their diffusion coefficients may be even larger
with values of a few 1029 cm2 s−1. However, the most likely
explanation is that they possess galactic winds and the CRe
transport is advection dominated (Heesen et al. 2018a). In
dwarf irregular galaxies, the diffusion coefficients are smaller
with values of the order of 1027 (Murphy et al. 2012) or
possibly even as low as 1026 cm2 s−1 (Heesen et al. 2018b).
However, these dwarf galaxies have star formation, so that
their magnetic fields and diffusion coefficients are probably
not relevant in the case of dSph galaxies such as CVnI. Nev-
ertheless, we choose D0 = 1027 cm2 s−1 as our benchmark
value for CRe± with an energy of 1 GeV.
Concerning the magnetic field strength, the situation
is much more uncertain though. We require the magnetic
energy density to be in equipartition with the CR energy
density within 2 orders of magnitude. For our radio contin-
uum sensitivity, we expect an equipartition magnetic field
strength of ≈ 1 µG (for a e± plasma, Beck & Krause 2005).
Should the magnetic field strength be much smaller than
that, the CRs cannot be reasonably confined in the galaxy
and would leave with a speed comparable to the speed of
light. To prevent our assumption of diffusion to break down,
a lower (pessimistic) magnetic field strength of 0.1 µG is
reasonable.
In the following, we use this parametrisation of the
energy-dependency of the diffusion coefficient:
D(E) = D0
(
E
GeV
)δ
, (8)
with δ = 1+n in the model above. We will take δ = 1/3 which
is supported by observations in the Milky Way (Korsmeier
& Cuoco 2016). As a first approximation, we further assume
that the value of the diffusion coefficient approaches infinity
at radius rh [D(E) → ∞], and is homogeneous inside the
sphere of the same radius – an assumption that has become
standard in the literature (Colafrancesco et al. 2006, 2007;
McDaniel et al. 2017). Then, by adopting a semi-analytical
approach, it is possible to solve the diffusion–loss equation
in terms of Green’s functions (Vollmann 2020).
The resulting CRe± distribution that is originates from
DM annihilation is shown in Fig. 1. It is evident that the
distribution carries rather distinctive features. It becomes
infinite at the mass of the DM particles, which is a con-
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Figure 1. Electron/positron-density spectrum at the centre of
the dSph galaxy resulting from the annihilation of 30-GeV DM
particles. We assume B = 10 µG and D0 = 1026 cm2 s−1 (red-
dashed line); B = 1 µG and D0 = 1027 cm2 s−1 (black-solid line);
and B = 1 µG and D0 = 1028 cm2 s−1 (blue-dotted line). Vertical
lines mark the electron energy Ec at which νc = 150 MHz for the
two magnetic field strengths considered. See text for details.
sequence of the monochromatic energy distribution of the
emitted electron–positron pairs per annihilation. It also fea-
tures a low-energy cut-off at some specific e± energy, which
strongly depends on the diffusion coefficient and the mag-
netic field strength. Electrons and positrons at lower energies
than that have diffused away from the dwarf galaxy.
Since the CRe± injection-rate density (equation 3)
peaks at the centre of the dwarf galaxy and falls off towards
the edges, we use ne± (rh) = 0 at rh = 1 kpc as boundary con-
dition, adopting a radius of 2r?. We verified that the (com-
putationally favourable) boundary condition ne± (rh) = 0 is
compatible with the physical one: D(rh, Ee)(∂ne±/∂r)(rh) =
c0ne± (rh) is fulfilled in all cases considered.
The radio emissivity associated with this synchrotron
radiation is:
jν(r) =
∫
dEe−2 ne− (r, Ee)Pν(Ee−, B) , (9)
where Pν(Ee−, B) is the pitch-angle averaged emitted power
of a single electron in the presence of a magnetic field with
rms strength B. The factor of 2 accounts for the fact that
for CP-invariant models for DM as many positrons as elec-
trons are produced in every annihilation. Then Pν can be
conveniently written as (Leite et al. 2016):
Pν(Ee) = 9
√
3
8pi
bsynch(Ee, B)
νc(Ee, B) F
(
ν
νc(Ee, B)
)
, (10)
where bsynch is the synchrotron energy-loss rate, F(x) is de-
fined as (Ghisellini et al. 1988):
F(x) = 6x2
[
K4/3(x)K1/3(x) −
3
5
(
K24/3(x) − K21/3(x)
)]
, (11)
and νc = 3e0BE2/(4pim2e) is the critical frequency of the syn-
chrotron radiation spectrum. In Fig. 1, we indicate the char-
acteristic energy Ec that results from inverting this equation
and plugging in the observation frequency of νc = 150 MHz.
Electrons with energies smaller than this do not significantly
emit synchrotron radiation at the observation frequency.
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Figure 2. Predicted radial profile of the 150-MHz radio contin-
uum intensity for various combinations of diffusion coefficients
D0 and rms magnetic field strengths B. We assume a specific
WIMP mass and annihilation cross-section into e+e− as indi-
cated. The grey line indicates the maximum flux in the spherical
tophat model discussed in Section 4 that is excluded at level of
2σ = 11 µJy beam−1 with our observations.
The predicted radio continuum intensity is then:
Iν =
∫
LoS
jν[r(l)]dl , (12)
which is the line-of-sight (LoS) integral of equation (9).
Figure 2 shows the predicted 150-MHz radio contin-
uum radial intensity profile as a function of projected ra-
dius expressed by the apparent angle θ; we assume 100-
GeV DM particles that annihilate into electron–positron
pairs with the ‘thermal’ cross section. Three different sce-
narios are considered: (1) the optimistic scenario, where
the magnetic field is strong (10 µG) and highly turbulent
(and hence the diffusion coefficient is small D = 1026 cm2 s−1
for Ee± = 1 GeV); (2) our benchmark scenario (B = 1 µG,
D0 = 1027 cm2 s−1); and (3) the pessimistic scenario, where
energy losses can be neglected in equation (6) (B = 0.1 µG
and D0 = 1029 cm2 s−1). In scenario (3), neglecting energy
losses is justified since the diffusion length within the CRe±
lifetime exceeds the system size. While the predicted in-
tensities are different for our three scenarios, their spatial
distributions have similar shapes with a full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) of ≈8 arcmin (for rh = 1 kpc). This is
the area from which the radio continuum signal is expected
to be seen. The maximum intensities and FWHMs will be
of course affected by the choice of rh. See Appendix B for a
quantitative account of these parameter choice variations.
Notice that the optimistic case assumes B = 10 µG,
which can rightfully be considered as extreme for a presum-
ably quiet, non-starforming dSph galaxy such as CVnI. We
include it for completeness because it resembles most closely
the limit in which the time-scale of diffusion is much larger
than the corresponding CRe± lifetime; the result serves also
as a verification of the correctness of our predictions. How-
ever, even such a large value is still consistent with mea-
surements of Faraday rotation. Oppermann et al. (2015) es-
timates the extragalactic contribution to the rotation mea-
sure (RM) at the position of CVnI to be RM ≈ 1±6 rad m−2;
this value is compatible with B = 10 µG if typical gas den-
sities . 10−3 cm−3 are assumed. Indeed, Spekkens et al.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (2020)
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Figure 3. LoTSS 150-MHz map of the region around CVnI at
20 arcsec FWHM angular resolution. We show the intensity at
linear stretch between −0.6 and 6 mJy beam−1. The large black
circle indicates the area in which we integrated the intensity to
measure the flux density, and the 32 small blue circles indicate the
sources that we subtracted. The small black circle in the bottom-
left corner shows the synthesized beam.
(2014) provide an upper limit for the H i mass of 1200 M,
which translates into an even lower neutral hydrogen den-
sity of 10−5 cm−3, corroborating the assumption of low gas
densities.
Moreover, if magnetic fields were amplified in the past
as a result of star formation, the field strength could be
as high as a few 10 µG if we take nearby dwarf irregular
galaxies as the equivalent of such a galaxy (Hindson et al.
2018). The magnetic diffusivity is very small in the inter-
stellar medium, so that remnant magnetic fields could be
preserved into today’s Universe. During the fragmentation
of the gaseous disc, the gas slips along the magnetic field
lines as a result of the Parker instability to form molecu-
lar clouds (Ko¨rtgen et al. 2019). The magnetic field is left
behind.
3 LOFAR OBSERVATIONS
We use LoTSS 150-MHz data in order to search for the pos-
sible radio continuum emission from CVnI. First, we use a
preliminary LoTSS DR2 150-MHz map at an angular reso-
lution of 6 arcsec in order to identify point-like background
sources. With PYBDSF (Python Blob Detection and Source
Finder; Mohan & Rafferty 2015) we identified these sources
and subtracted them from the (u, v) data. Then we re-imaged
and deconvolved the (u, v) data with WSCLEAN v2.7 (Of-
fringa et al. 2014) at 20 arcsec FWHM angular resolution.
In order to reduce foreground contamination from the Milky
Way, we also applied a lower (u, v)-cut of 160 λ, so that we
are sensitive to emission on angular scales of up to ≈21 ar-
cmin; this is well above the size of the galaxy, which has an
optical radius of 8.5 arcmin corresponding to 540 pc.
Figure 3 shows the radio continuum intensity at
150 MHz in area of approximately 26 × 20 arcmin2 centered
on CVnI, prior to the subtraction of sources. A number of
unresolved point-like sources can be seen, 32 of which are
located within the 8.5-arcmin radius. We detect no diffuse
-100
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Observation + 8.2 arcmin source
Observation
Figure 4. Radial profile of the 150-MHz intensity in the region
around CVnI at 20 arcsec FWHM angular resolution. Point-like
sources have been subtracted. Open blue data points show the
measured profile. Filled red data points show the measured profile
with a fake 20-mJy source with FWHM = 8.2 arcmin (equivalent
to an amplitude of a = 32 µJy beam−1) added that resembles the
expected DM annihilation profile. Solid lines show the best-fitting
Gaussian intensity profiles. Whereas the measured data shows no
excess flux (blue line), the fake source is well reproduced by the
fit (red line).
Figure 5. Best-fitting amplitude a for a Gaussian function fit-
ted to the radial intensity profile as function of the assumed
value for b (here expressed by FWHM). Lines show the best-
fitting amplitudes for the data with a fake 20-mJy source with
FWHM = 8.2 arcmin inserted (red) and the control data with no
source inserted (blue). Shaded areas indicate 1σ uncertainties
with 1 degree of freedom.
emission within this radius, which would be the expected
morphology for DM-generated radio continuum emission;
hence, we assume point-like sources to be unrelated to the
galaxy. The correct way to ascertain the non-existence of dif-
fuse emission is to integrate the intensity and check whether
it is consistent with zero. For this we need to take rms
map noise into account, which is σ150 MHz = 130 µJy beam−1.
Within a radius of 8.5 arcmin the flux density at 150 MHz is
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (2020)
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S150 MHz = (−3.6±5.5)mJy after subtraction of the point-like
sources, which contribute 89.5 mJy in total. The resulting
residual flux density is consistent with zero. This equates to
a 2σ uncertainty for the intensity of only 6 µJy beam−1. How-
ever, this estimate is too optimistic since it neglects the ef-
fects of the deconvolution. In particular, such large extended
sources may not be picked up by WSCLEAN algorithm and
hence may not be deconvolved.
In order to test the estimated uncertainty, we inserted
fake Gaussian sources into the (u, v) data and then imaged
and deconvolved the data in the same way as the origi-
nal data. The intensity model in Fig. 2 has a FWHM of
8.2 arcmin; hence, we inserted Gaussian sources with such
a FWHM into the data. The model intensity distribution
depends on the radial size of the DM halo, which is not
known, so we varied the FWHM between 4.1 and 16.4 arcmin
(rh = 0.5 kpc and 2 kpc, respectively). Then we investigated
the radial intensity profile as shown in Fig. 4. As one can
see, the intensities in with the source added are only slightly
higher than the observations without the fake source. What
dominates are the local fluctuations in the map that decrease
at large angular radii, where the integration area increases.
A noticeable side-effect from inserting fake sources into the
data is that since such large sources are not picked up by
the CLEAN algorithm; the data outside of 4 arcmin radius
are lower with the fake source inserted. The reason for this
is that the source is not deconvolved and hence the sidelobe
will result in a negative intensity contribution.
We found that the fake sources could be detected at 1–
2σ significance if they are co-spatial with the optical centre
of the galaxy. An example for this testing is shown in Fig. 5,
where we have inserted a Gaussian fake source with of 20-
mJy flux density and FWHM = 8.2 arcmin. Hence, this source
can be described by:
Iν = a × exp
(−Θ2
2b2
)
, (13)
where a = 32 µJy beam−1 and b = 3.5 arcmin {b =
FWHM/[2√2 ln(2)]}. We now have fitted this radial intensity
profile with Gaussian searching for the best-fitting ampli-
tude a with various values of b (and hence FWHM) fixed.
In Fig. 5, the recovered amplitude with 1σ uncertainty is
presented. We recover approximately the correct amplitude
when setting FWHM = 8.2 arcmin with a = 23±10 µJy beam−1
(red line in Fig. 4). But we detect the source with 1σ sig-
nificance up to a radius of 13 arcmin. In contrast, the data
without sources does not show anywhere a 1σ significant de-
tection. So this search in the observed radial intensity profile
for Gaussian distributions confirms the non-detection. For
the other inserted sources see Appendix C. We conclude that
between rh = 0.5 kpc and rh = 2 kpc we can rule out a signal
from DM annihilation with a peak intensity of 32 µJy beam−1
at 2σ significance. Averaged across the size of the galaxy this
equates to an average intensity of 11 µJy beam−1.
4 WIMP CONSTRAINTS
Bearing in mind that a thorough search for the DM signal
discussed in Section 2 demands the employment of advanced
data-analysis methods, we will content ourselves by estimat-
ing limits on 〈σ3〉 for several annihilation channels.
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Figure 6. Resulting constraints on the WIMP annihilation cross-
section into e+e− as a function of WIMP mass mχ , for various
combinations of diffusion coefficients and magnetic field strengths.
All values are for the specific case of CVnI only. Particularly, Ack-
ermann et al. (2015), using Fermi–LAT data, have derived lower
limits for the combined constraints from their galaxy sample.
Concretely, we use the 2σ limit on the maximum flux of
a signal with a spherical tophat shape that can be extracted
from a noisy image. This can be obtained analytically and
is given by (Leite et al. 2016; Vollmann 2020):
Iexcluded at 2σ150 MHz = 1.64
σ150 MHz√
Nbeams
, (14)
where Nbeams is the effective number of beams that are re-
quired to image the tophat signal (Vollmann 2020). In prac-
tice, we estimated Nbeams as the ratio between the solid angle
of a cone whose major and minor axes follow the DM dis-
tribution of CVnI and such that it contributes half of the
total flux, to the solid angle corresponding to the Gaussian
synthesized beam of the LOFAR map. In principle, Nbeams
depends on the annihilation channel, DM particle mass, and
diffusion coefficient. However, this dependence is weak and
we find that the FWHM amounts to 8.2 arcmin, correspond-
ing to Nbeams = 710. Figure 6 shows the resulting constraints
on the WIMP annihilation cross-section into e+e− as a func-
tion of mass resulting from comparing our radio continuum
intensity predictions with the observational upper limit.
As a cautionary remark, the cross-section constraints
obtained here are on present-time DM annihilation and they
should thus not directly be compared with the thermal
freeze-out annihilation cross-section 〈σth3〉 that is relevant
for the relic density. WIMP annihilation probed today is
sensitive to relative velocities 3/c0 ∼ 10−3. In contrast, ther-
mal freeze-out is governed by the total annihilation cross-
section at velocities 3/c0 ∼ 0.3. Therefore, a numerically
much stronger constraint than 〈σth3〉 can be reconciled with
thermal freeze-out by either assuming an annihilation cross-
section that decreases with 3, such as in higher partial waves,
or by assuming a branching ratio into electrons and positrons
that is much smaller than unity; a combination of both is of
course also possible.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Radio continuum observations of nearby dwarf galaxies of-
fer the possibility to indirectly detect emission from dark
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matter, such as expected from the annihilation of WIMPs.
For our educated guesses for the magnetic field strengths
and the mass ballpark of the WIMP (few GeV to a few
TeVs), the synchrotron emission is expected to peak in the
low-frequency radio continuum regime.
In this paper, we have used a 150-MHz map from the
LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS) to search for radio
continuum emission from Canes Venatici I, a dSph satellite
galaxy of the Milky Way. We do not detect any diffuse emis-
sion, allowing us to put constraints on the DM annihilation
cross-sections into secondary electron and positron cascades
for the generic DM models; we pay particular attention to
primary hard electron–positron pairs from the 2→ 2 annihi-
lation process. For WIMP masses of 2 GeV . mχ . 20 GeV,
the upper bounds on the primary e+e− process from our
benchmark scenario (2) are smaller than the total thermal
relic cross-section. In the [2 GeV, 1 TeV] energy interval,
our benchmark limits are more stringent than the ones by
Fermi–LAT observations of CVnI (see Fig. 6). A similar
situation occurs when the electron and positrons from DM
annihilation are produced by particle cascades from other
leading scenarios of hard processes, such as χχ → τ+τ−,
if stronger assumptions on the magnetic field strength and
diffusion coefficients are made.
This proof-of-concept study is the first of its kind at
the low frequencies probed by LOFAR. Since the predicted
CR electron/positron distribution in Fig. 1 is fairly different
from astrophysical spectra, the associated synchrotron sig-
nal benefits from distinctive features that can be explored
in more ambitious multi-frequency and multi-object stud-
ies. The main limitation for this kind of work is the un-
known magnetic field structure in dwarf galaxies with little
or no star formation. The cosmic ray diffusion approxima-
tion requires magnetic fields with small scale turbulence-like
structure and the magnetic energy density should be order
of magnitude comparable to the cosmic-ray energy density.
Even if the diffusion approximation holds, our limits for the
WIMP annihilation cross-section are two orders of magni-
tude higher if we assume more pessimistic parameters for
the magnetic field strength and diffusion coefficient.
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APPENDIX A: FURTHER ANNIHILATION
CHANNELS
In this Appendix, we include our flux predictions for several
annihilation channels (Fig. A1) and the limits that we obtain
on the DM annihilation cross section into those channels
(Fig. A2). Specifically, we considered τ+τ−, W+W− q¯q and
b¯b where q¯q refers to any neutral pair of light quarks (q =
u, d, s).
APPENDIX B: FURTHER SOURCES OF
IRREDUCIBLE UNCERTAINTIES
As stressed throughout the main text and visualised in our
results (Figs 2 and A1), the synchrotron fluxes investigated
in this paper are rather uncertain. The chief source of un-
certainty is the weakly constrained smooth and turbulent
components of the magnetic field in CVnI. In our setup, the
uncertainties associated with the smooth component were
quantified by directly varying it in our equations. B-field tur-
bulence uncertainties were instead quantified indirectly by
altering the normalisation of the diffusion coefficient D0. In
addition, one can consider variations of the also turbulence-
dependent halo-radius parameter rh. Figure B1 shows the
results of considering rh = r? and rh = 4 r? instead of the
benchmark value adopted in the main text (rh = 2r?). We
observe that, as it was constructed, the extension of the sig-
nal scales linearly with rh and that the O(1) variations of
rh we considered yield to O(1) effects on our predictions.
A similar result is found when even larger values of rh are
considered.
Another potentially strong source of uncertainty is the
mass function of the dwarf galaxy. Specifically, the parame-
ters entering the DM profile (equation 4) are rather uncon-
strained. Quantifying the impact of these uncertainties on
our results is far from straightforward as it would require
considering the (six-dimensional) posterior distribution of
the kinematic analysis performed in Geringer-Sameth et al.
(2015). We thus estimate the propagated uncertainties on
our predictions that are associated with the DM profile, by
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Figure A1. Predicted brightness distributions for CVnI for different annihilation channels. Colours and line styles are identical to Fig. 2.
extrapolating the results of Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015) in
their discussion of uncertainties for the prompt gamma-ray
spectrum due to DM annihilation (J factors). Specifically,
Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015, their table 2) quotes 1σ un-
certanties . 10 0.37 ≈ 2.34 for CVnI. However, these uncer-
tainties increase for smaller angles (see fig. 7 in Geringer-
Sameth et al. 2015) probably affecting the J factors (and
our extrapolations) by one order of magnitude or more. As
an exercise, we consider in Fig. B2 two extreme cases where
the DM-profile parameters are modified in such a way that,
in the benchmark model for the magnetic field’s smooth and
turbulent components, the synchrotron fluxes are maximised
and minimised. These fluxes are separated by several orders
of magnitude. Nevertheless, since the statistical significance
of the parameter choices for the maximum and minimum
fluxes in Fig. B2 are unknown to us, the reader should take
these uncertainties as order of magnitude estimates only.
APPENDIX C: SOURCE DETECTION TESTS
In addition to was described in the text of the main pa-
per, we have performed two more tests of inserting fake
Table C1. Significance of source detection for inserted fake
sources with 4.1 (σ4), 8.2 (σ8), and 16.4 arcmin (σ16) FWHM,
respectively. For comparison, the data without a fake source (σ0)
is presented as well.
FWHM σ4 σ8 σ16 σ0
(arcmin)
1.7 1.5 1.5 0.7 0.3
3.4 1.6 1.6 0.5 0.1
5.0 2.3 2.3 1.1 0.4
6.7 2.5 2.5 1.5 0.7
8.3 2.3 2.3 1.6 0.7
10.0 1.4 2.0 1.6 0.8
11.7 1.0 1.6 1.4 0.6
13.3 0.7 1.0 1.3 0.5
15.0 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.4
16.7 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.2
sources into the (u, v) data. We also inserted a 5-mJy source
with FWHM = 4.1 arcmin into the data, so that the source
can be described by Iν = 32 exp(−Θ2/(2b2)) µJy beam−1 with
b = 1.8 arcmin, shown in Fig. C1. Similarly, we inserted a
80-mJy source with FWHM = 16.4 arcmin into the data,
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Figure A2. LOFAR CVnI limits on the cross section of annihilation of DM into several annihilation channels. Colours and line styles
are identical to Fig. 6.
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Figure B1. Variations of the parameter rh in our benchmark
model described in the text.
Iν = 32 exp(−Θ2/(2b2)) µJy beam−1 with b = 7.1 arcmin, re-
sults of which are presented in Fig. C2. In both cases, the
fake source can be detected at 1σ significance over a range of
FWHM values assumed for the fitted Gaussian function. In
contrast, the (u, v) data with no source added shows nowhere
even a 1σ detection. Results of these tests are summarised
in Table C1. We find a 2σ detection for both the 4.1 and
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Figure B2. Variations of the parameters ρs , rs , α, β and γ (only
γ and rs shown in legend) in equation (4) for the benchmark
model in Fig. 2.
8.2 arcmin sources, whereas the 16.4-arcmin source is de-
tected at 1.6σ significance. The limit of 2× the stellar radius
for the extent of the DM is an upper limit for us if we adopt
the aforementioned (u, v)-cut. However, larger rh also result
in higher intensities so that we would be easier able to de-
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Figure C1. Best-fitting amplitude a for a Gaussian function fit-
ted to the radial intensity profile as function of the assumed value
for b (here expressed by FWHM). Lines show the best-fitting am-
plitudes for the data with a fake 5-mJy source with FWHM =
4.1 arcmin (equivalent to an amplitude of a = 32 µJy beam−1) in-
serted (red) and the control data with no source inserted (blue).
Shaded areas indicate 1σ uncertainties with 1 degree of freedom.
Figure C2. Best-fitting amplitude a for a Gaussian function fit-
ted to the radial intensity profile as function of the assumed value
for b (here expressed by FWHM). Lines show the best-fitting am-
plitudes for the data with a fake 80-mJy source with FWHM =
16.4 arcmin (equivalent to an amplitude of a = 32 µJy beam−1) in-
serted (red) and the control data with no source inserted (blue).
Shaded areas indicate 1σ uncertainties with 1 degree of freedom.
tect the emission. In contrast, the significance for our data
with no source peaks at FWHM=10.0 arcmin with 0.8σ.
To summarise, our 2σ detection limit is 32 µJy beam−1 peak
intensity with source sizes between 4.1 and 16.4 arcmin.
We also tested the influence of the source detection with
PyBDSF by choosing to include extended sources (atrous_do
= True), so that we could get an estimate for the upper limit
of the background source contribution. The integrated flux
density of CVnI within the 8.5-arcmin radius is 85.6 mJy
and 6.5 mJy after standard source subtraction. Hence, the
source contribution is 79.4 mJy for standard source detec-
tion; including extended sources, this contribution is ≈2 mJy
higher. Our manual source detection, where we integrated
the flux density in regions around the sources rather than
adding up Gaussian components, results in a contribution of
89.5 mJy. For our fake source detection tests, we have used
standard source detection, so that the subtraction of sources
is a lower limit.
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